
a war over nothing, trying to get money and oil. We all thought
that. Although I’m a professional soldier and enjoy what I do,
I don’t agree with what’s going on in the Middle East.”

The Record used another quote from Craig as its headline:
“If Tony Blair had the balls to walk down my street I’d run
out with my little brother, Stuart, and we’d knock him out. BushRe-Election
We wouldn’t hesitate.”

The mother of another soldier of a Scottish regiment, Rose Dismays Japan,Korea
Gentle, whose 19-year-old son Gordon of the Royal Highland
Fusiliers was killed in a roadside explosion in Basra in June, by KathyWolfe
told the press: “It just brings everything back to you. It just
shouldn’t have been allowed to happen—it’s a disgrace that

The Japanese and Korean governments, with large numbersthey were there in the first place.
“My heart goes out to the families of those three boys, I of troops in Iraq, have reacted with caution to the re-election

of George Bush. But two former heads of state and the pressknow what they’ll be going through. I just pray that no one
else gets that knock on the door. And I hope Tony Blair keeps have been openly critical, accusing Bush of destroying the

American union and the peace of the world. Japan’s top dailyhis promise to bring the boys back by Christmas.” Mrs. Gentle
launched legal action against the British government over Asahi News, Nov. 9, virtually accused Bush of vote fraud,

comparing him to Josef Stalin.Gordon’s death after the Daily Record revealed he was not
issued with vital equipment. Former Japanese Prime Minister and elder statesman (age

85) Kiichi Miyazawa said Nov. 1 that “tricky neo-conserva-
tives” have made it so that “I am now critical of the UnitedBody Bags

On Nov. 10, relatives of British soldiers killed in Iraq States. Average Americans are honest men of integrity and
of humility,” he said. “But U.S. diplomacy no longer embod-delivered a wreath to No. 10 Downing Street. The families

used the occasion to demand that British troops be withdrawn ies such traditional virtues because of the neo-conservatives.
The United States used to be modest and introspective. Itfrom the “lunacy” of the conflict. Poignantly, the father of

one Black Watch soldier who has been killed, said Prime didn’t shoot enemies first. But the neo-conservatives believe
they should make pre-emptive strikes whenever they feelMinister Tony Blair had kept his promise about the Black

Watch being home for Christmas—but they were being the need.”
Criticizing Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi for sendingbrought back in body bags.

Reg Keys, whose son, Lance Corporal Thomas Keys, a troops to Iraq, Miyazawa said: “Mr. Koizumi gives the im-
pression that his view is shared by the majority in ruling par-member of the Royal Military Police, was murdered by a mob

last year, said that the families were not radical left-wingers ties. But I don’t think so. Japan had an option of turning down
the U.S. request. . . . Belief in the existence of weapons ofor anti-Army. Some of them had other sons in the services,

but they were making their stand because they did not want mass destruction turned out to be unfounded. The Prime Min-
ister should honestly explain to the people that he receivedthem to be killed.

Feelings were running so high that James Buchanan, fa- incorrect information.”
Former South Korean President Kim Dae-Jung in a Nov.ther of two serving Black Watch soldiers, threatened to “slit

the throat” of Defense Secretary Geoff Hoon if he saw him in 8 speech in Stockholm, called on Bush to make “a reliable
offer of compensation to North Korea, in return for nuclearthe street.

He said two of his son’s friends were among the four who disarmament,” referencing the fact that it was Bush who uni-
laterally broke President Clinton’s peace treaty with Py-have died in recent days, including Craig’s best man, Marc

Ferns, 21. As the London protest gathered momentum, it was ongyang.
Kim said that Washington could resolve the issue by offer-revealed that another Black Watch soldier was injured in a

mortar attack on the regiment’s base. ing the North a guarantee of non-aggression, and by lifting
economic sanctions, the premises upon which the Six PowerYet, Tony Blair is flying to the United States to meet

President Bush on Armistice Day, of all days; Armistice Day, Talks were originally organized—premises now unilaterally
rejected by Dick Cheney.which marks the end of the dreadful slaughter of World War

I, is still solemnly celebrated in the United Kingdom. Blair is “It’s time for Bush to display more mature diplomatic
capability,” commented a Korean state radio editorial Nov.hoping that some of the kudos of the Bush victory will rub off

on him. However, the consensus of opinion on both sides of 4. “President Bush had spawned severe criticism in the inter-
national community for a controversial war against Iraq. Wethe Atlantic is that Bush now views Blair as a “busted flush”

that he would rather not have anywhere near his geopolitical now hope that the re-elected Bush will listen carefully to
international opinion and stabilize the war-devastated coun-card game.
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try. . . . South Korea should re-arrange Seoul-Washington Asahi also wrote on Nov. 4. “The value of the dollar declined
when the Vietnam War turned into a quagmire, leading to therelations. . . . The U.S. will have to be more proactive toward

a peaceful resolution” with North Korea. ‘Nixon shock’ in the early 1970s, which in turn led to the oil
shock” of 1974-5. [“Nixon Shock” is Japanese for “August
15, 1971,” when everyone in Japan with dollars found their‘Armageddon Election’

“ ‘Un-Civil War’ Against U.S. Democracy: ‘Armaged- holdings cut in half.] “And if Bush implements tax cuts that
are too large, it will not only increase budget deficit. If it isdon Election’ In U.S.” was the title of an Asahi News report

in Tokyo Nov. 9. Author Yoichi Funabashi warned that neo- only the rich who benefit, his government can expect to face
the wrath of the poor.”con fundamentalists are tearing the Union apart. “The entire

United States is divided into Republican and Democratic Asahi editorialized on Nov. 5: “If the Bush Administra-
tion imposes its own ideology on other countries in disregardcamps,” he wrote. “A wide gap between the two over values

such as abortion, gay rights, and gun control” has made this of their cultures and histories, it will naturally arouse resent-
ment. Indeed, the attitude of the Bush Administration is aa “ ‘cultural war’ which Time Magazine described as an ‘un-

civil war.’ And the victor tends to believe and act as if might key reason for the mess in Iraq.” The policy of “pre-emptive
strikes is responsible for further fanning anti-Americanism inmakes right. . . .

“George W. Bush wooed right-wing religious organiza- the Islamic world,” the newspaper commented on Nov. 8.
Iraq “continues to spiral out of control,” and across the Islamictions on these issues. This election resembled a ghastly war

of terrorism with both sides aggressively casting aspersions world, “etched into the hearts and minds of viewers, is the
utter despair of the civilian population.”on each other. John Zogby, CEO of Zogby Polls, called it

the ‘Armageddon election,’ the biblical battle to end the The editorial continued: Washington has “turned its back
on the Palestinians, while in Iran thousands chanted ‘death toworld.

“I heard from an influential Republican who belongs to a America’ recently, celebrating the 25th anniversary of the
U.S. Embassy occupation. Lebanon’s Daily Star greeted lastprestigious club in the Midwest, that at lunch recently, two

gentlemen started shouting at the top of their voices. They week’s re-election of Bush with its own stark scrutiny: ‘Hav-
ing consigned their country to the Bush Administration forwere evaluating Vice President Dick Cheney—but they be-

came so emotional that they couldn’t stop yelling, he said, another four years, the American people have chosen war.’
This is an ominous prophecy.”calling it ‘the worst scandal in the club’s history.’

“. . . Moreover, courts, not voters, decide disputed elec- Interestingly, Asahi said that sharing peaceful nuclear
power development, and solving the Israeli-Palestinian con-tion results,” Funabashi abruptly concluded. “What happened

to the democracy in which the United States takes pride? flict, are the keys to Middle East peace. (Japan depends on
nuclear power for 45% of its energy.) The paper called forIt’s a serious issue when Americans and the international

community start to doubt the legitimacy of U.S. governance. “finding an acceptable balance with the peaceful use of
atomic energy worldwide. . . . If the Bush AdministrationFour years ago, the Bush Administration came into being with

a single vote—in the Supreme Court. The fact that it went to continues its pre-emptive strike doctrine,” while allowing
Israel to be “de facto a nuclear power,” then a solutionwar with Iraq without just cause gave rise to distrust and

antipathy. If legitimacy of the election is questioned again, it “is doomed” because every nation in the region will want
nuclear weapons.will damage U.S. prestige further. Soviet leader Josef Stalin

once said: ‘Those who cast votes decide nothing. Those who Asahi wrote: “The U.S. should change its stance leaning
toward Ariel Sharon, and have Israel sit at the table makingcount the votes decide everything.’ Who would have thought

the United States would be reduced to the same level? Stalin serious efforts for peace. To come to grips with the anti-
American sentiment of the Arab world, the United States mustmay be laughing at America from his grave.”

There were no less than four such editorials in Asahi exhibit leadership that is fair. . . . Otherwise, the world’s only
superpower will find itself bogged down in a desperate MiddleNews on Nov. 4, 5, 8, and 9, which were also published in

Europe in Asahi’s sister paper, the International Herald East quagmire.”
Tribune. “Bush has pressed ahead with the doctrine of the
conservative Christian church,” Asahi wrote Nov. 4. But “if Warning of Economic Crisis

“Bush Victory to Usher in High Oil Prices, Weak Dollar,”Bush pushes a particular religion or its values, it will further
divide the people.” Abraham Lincoln “did not regard the was the Korea Times headline Nov. 5, summing up Seoul’s

response to the economic disaster Bush is creating. “HighCivil War as a ‘holy war’ and tried to reunify the divided
country,” the paper noted. crude oil prices and the weak dollar, the two major variables

in global economic growth, will persist for quite some time
with the re-election of Bush,” the paper wrote.‘America Has Chosen War’

“Japan should speak out” against the Bush war deficit The Federation of Korean Industries warned that Bush’s
re-election may discourage both domestic and foreign invest-and trade deficit, which threaten the world monetary system,
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ment in Korean businesses by raising the level of dangerous
confrontation with North Korea.

Samsung Economic Research Institute (SERI) forecast
Nov. 5 “negative prospects for the Korean economy with a France: A TimidBoost
clash in opinions between the Bush Administration and the
South Korean government” because “Bush prefers a long- ForNuclearEnergy
term blockade policy (against North Korea) over early resolu-
tion” of the North’s nuclear crisis. by Emmanuel Grenier

SERI sees “increased pressure to open the Korean mar-
kets” by Bush crony firms seeking takeovers, raising hackles

France has finally decided to stay on the nuclear track. Itbecause U.S. and British banks already own 68% of the Ko-
rean banking system. SERI says, that high oil prices and a would be exaggerated, however, to speak of a “fresh start,”

as many commentators have done. We do, of course, welcomeweak dollar will raise Korea’s import bill and weaken its
exports. “Oil prices are forecast to remain high due to Bush’s the decision to build the first EPR (European Pressurized Re-

actor), the “third generation” French-German reactor, be-aggressive policy of filling the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Re-
serve and the effects of his re-election in the Middle East,” cause it shows that France is not about to follow the German

lead, by giving up nuclear energy. But this is a far cry from theSERI writes.
Japanese and Korean sources have even warned that the Messmer Plan of 1973 (named after the then-Prime Minister),

with its plans for building up to four plants per year. The EPR“monetary neo-cons” in the Bush “economic team” are de-
manding a “New Plaza Accord,” in which Asian nations features significant advances over current reactors, in terms

of safety, competitiveness, waste reduction, and optimal radi-would be asked to raise their currencies sharply against the
U.S. dollar. This refers to the 1986 “Plaza Accord” with Ja- ation protection for the staff. But this is more of an evolution

than a revolution.pan, demanded by then U.S. Treasury Secretary Donald Re-
gan (head of Wall Street’s Merrill, Lynch). “U.S. pressure on Meanwhile, Nicolas Sarkozy, the French minister for the

Economy, Finance, and Industry, announced on Nov. 10 theKorea and other Asian nations to raise the value of Asian
currencies is expected to increase, as South Korea, China, decision to increase the floating bond capital of the AREVA

group, in which the state is now, directly or indirectly, theand Japan account for up to 38% of the U.S. $422.7 billion
cumulative trade deficit January-August this year,” SERI said majority shareholder with an 87% stake. AREVA is the

builder of the EPR, having bought the nuclear entities of Sie-Nov. 5.
“If Mr. Bush gains a second term, he need only recall what mens and Framatome, which were involved in the cooperative

design of the reactor. The AREVA group’s listed share, cur-his role model, Ronald Reagan, did,” an Oct. 22 New York
Times editorial noted. “After cutting taxes in the first term rently at 4%, will eventually be between 35 and 40%, and the

state will hold, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of theand seeing the trade deficit rise to previously unimaginable
levels, aides engineered the Plaza Accord in the first year of group’s capital. Trade unions and left parties have voiced

their opposition to Sarkozy’s privatizing measure, which ishis second term. The dollar fell and the trade deficit narrowed.
It is time to consider such a policy again.” considered purely ideological.

Pierre Gadonneix, the new chairman of the former na-U.S. consumers are spending Bush’s massive tax cuts on
imports from Asia, “sending all our demand overseas,” the tional electricity company, EDF, stated that launching the

EPR will “help guarantee energy independence for EuropeTimes said.
“At end of August, the combined dollar U.S. T-bill hold- over the coming decades,” and that it should allow EDF, over

the long run, to renew its means of production in a competitiveings of Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and
Singapore were $1.1 trillion, up 22% from the end of 2003. way: “EDF’s technological lead will be consolidated and this

will be a technological showcase for export markets.” HisSince Bush took office, they have added to holdings at nearly
half a billion dollars a day,” the editorial noted. company intends to “remain the leading producer of nuclear

energy worldwide.” French Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raf-The 1986 Plaza Accord was a classic and effective Vene-
tian “boom-bust” attack on Japan. By driving up the yen by farin stressed how serious the issue is, by stating it had been

“one of the most important decisions I have had to make,more than 30%, the Accord drove up real estate and stock
prices in Japan, creating a giant “bubble economy” which since I became Prime Minister.”

Even the major newspaper from the west of France,forced chunks of industry to move overseas. Japanese banks
and real estate companies became the world’s largest, and Ouest-France, which had previously led the battle against a

nuclear plant in Plogoff, in Britanny, had to admit that thewere sold massive bankrupt Western companies such as
Rockefeller Center, which bankrupted the Japanese financial nuclear option has won out: “In a word, nuclear energy is no

longer the spook box it was in the 70s and 80s. A large major-system and caused the “Tokyo Crash” of 1991. Japanese in-
dustry has never recovered. ity of Frenchmen are for it. Because it works, because it sup-
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